Rich In Sunshine And Spectacular Ocean Views

High on exclusive Transit Hill, the architect’s design pays superb compliment to the select north facing position. Spectacular views over Port Macquarie to the ocean and seemingly endless northern coastline are captured from all the important rooms of the home.

A harmonious style in keeping with the setting and the treasured north aspect, the home is filled with natural light and sunshine delivering a warm and welcoming atmosphere, high ceilings enhance the space and light found living here.

Sitting in your meals area with feature bay window you have the perfect place to start the day with a breakfast cuppa while enjoying the sunshine and taking in your coastal vista.

Located on the lower level is a vast rumpus room, full bathroom, kitchen/bar providing possible in-law accommodation.

Well planned throughout and evidenced with a separate clothes drying area privately placed out of sight yet handy to the laundry.

$595,000
Type: House
Sold Date: 28/06/2013
Land: 683 m²
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